
Monday, 12th

ARRiVAL iN GB

 In the afternoon, at 2:30 pm, we arrived at the airport of Geneva. I was very excited. I 
never took the plane before! To check our luggage, we had a first problem: François nearly 
missed the plane because of his cast.

During the travel...

 But, fortunately, all of people left France... I was scared for the take-off and the landing, 
but, in general, the travel happened great, and we landed at 5:25 pm in Liverpool.

After the landing...

 Then, we took a blue coach to go to Chester. The driver was very nice. He was Andrew.
 At 8:00 pm, we were welcomed by our families. Mine was very considerate and nice with 
Milena and I. The parents, Goef and Nicky, had a daughter, Jessica. She was kind and we 
played together on the trampoline.

 We ate pasta and chicken, and a very good cake.

 Finally, we had a shower, and we went to bed at 9:30 pm



Tuesday, 13th

First day

  In the morning, Milena and me woke up at 7:00 am.

We got ready, and we had breakfast: we ate cereals and milk, but when I wanted to drink that, I 
realized that it was undrinkable for me... And for a very good reason: In England, people leave the milk 
natural!!

So, I drank that without pleasure, and we left the family to walk to Upton, where the coach had to take 
us to go to Ironbridge.

 Over there, we visited Inginuity, a museum about the technology. It was very interesting and funny.

  At midday, we ate our packed lunches in a beautiful forest next to the famous bridge of the town.

 I was disappointed by the food: it was worse than our French packed lunches...

 In the afternoon, we visited a village which reconstituted the past. I was impressed by that, and we did 
a funny carousel...

  After that, we went back to the families who welcomed us nicely.
 I was very tired and I saw that Milena was exhausted too. So we ate early; For the menu, fish and 
chips. Before sleeping, we watched a DVD in English until 10:30 pm



Wednesday, 14th

Third day
first, we got ready and ate as the day before.

 At 8:15 am, we started in Chester to go to the great Orme in Llundudno. We were able to do toboggan! 
It was very funny and impressive for me.

At midday, we had lunch on the Orme, next to the sea. So, we were able to see a very beautiful 
landscape.

In the afternoon, we visited Caernarfon castle. The guide spoke English, but it wasn't difficult to 
understand. It was very instructive and now, I know the story of this castle.

Then, we went back in our families. We didn't go on the trampoline in the evening, because Milena and 
I were very exhausted.

 We ate fish and chips again...



Thursday 15th 

fourth day
 

 In the morning, we didn't wake up on time!! when the woman asked us to  come to eat at 7:50 am, we 
were not awake yet!! So, we ate very quickly, and we ran to Upton... when we arrived there, we realized 
that we were not late!! Except 3 persons, nobody had already arrived at the bus...
 

Then, we visited York, the second city in England in the past. It was interesting but the first part of the 
visit was a little boring. We visited the city's medieval part, and it was funnier.

We ate in the street, that time, our packed lunches were good, because it was very simple. This day, I 
learned that in England, when you pollute, you have a fine!! I think it's a good idea, and I saw that the 
street was very clean...

In the afternoon, we visited the national railway museum. I was tired and I was not really interested.

In the evening, we ate chips and salad, but it was orange with celery and I don't like that... 
 So, I just ate chips again... Then, we slept at 10:30 am after watching a DVD in French.



Friday,16th

Fifth day
In the morning,  we visited Merseyside museum in Liverpool. This is a very big city, in the north-east of 
England. This was different from my small village, Bois d'amont!!

 Merseyside museum was instructive, but it was very long.  I was tired after one hour. After, the 
teachers gave us a quiz. The one who answered would have a present...

At midday, we ate on the port. There was lots of wind.

 In the afternoon, we visited the Beatles' museum. It was very interesting and not boring. I'm not a fan of 
the Beatles, but I liked this visit.

Then, we came back to the airport because Caroline had lost her passport. We ate there. Fortunately, 
Caroline found her papers in the evening.

 Next, we came back to Chester. We visited the city with a guide who told us ghosts' stories. It was 
cool, but we weren't really scared.

 After that, we came back in our families. I had a shower as the days before, and Milena and me slept 
quickly.



Saturday, 17th

 Sixth day
In the morning, we got ready and we did our bags. Next, the woman drove us to Upton with our luggage. 

We were sad to leave her, because she and her family were very fine... She was sad too, and she said to us: ''You 
are lovely girls''.

After that, we went to Liverpool, and we had a free time in a commercial centre. We had to take the plane at 
midday. So, we returned to the coach at 11:00 am. But, some persons were late. We waited for them, when 
Mathieu arrived running. He said to Mr Fournier that Milena had had an accident!!

 I was very anxious. But we had to go to the airport at the time, so we left Milena and Mr Fournier to take the 
plane. But when we wanted to take the plane, Mrs Pflimlin realized that Mr Fournier had the 3emes' passports!! 
And he was in the hospital with Milena! 

We had just five minutes to check our luggage... Fortunately, Mrs Labourier arrived with our passports two 
minutes before the end. So we took the plane but we had to run in the airport in order to not miss it =)

I was tired and sad to leave England. During the travel, I was bored, so I looked at the landscape. It was 
beautiful...

Then we arrived in Geneva, and Alexia's mother drove me to my house. 

I loved this trip, it was very funny and instructive for me.

 


